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Introduction

Quantitative acoustic emission (AE) techniques have been used by a number of researchers

to evaluate microstructural damage in a variety of materials. An acoustic emission is a

highly localized release of strain energy in a stressed material. This strain energy

propagates to the surface of the specimen where it is monitored by one or more ultrasonic

transducers. AE activity results from microcracking and other irreversible changes in

materials. AE analysis is analogous to seismology, the only difference being the scale of

fracture. AE techniques may be considered a passive nondestructive testing technique.

Acoustic emission techniques are well-suited for the analysis of internal damage.

Quantitative AE analysis can be used to evaluate microfracture characterisL. , through an

inverse analysis of the recorded waveforms. The goal of this research program was to

employ quantitative AE models to problems of fracture in concrete. In the course of the
program new methods of analysis were developed that can improve existing techniques.

The results of the research have revealed some new conclusions on the nature of

microcracking and damage evolution in cement-based materials.

Summary of Technical Accomplishments

I The technical accomplishments of the research program fall under two general categories.

The first deals with the tools and analysis techniques that were developed. The second

I



category deals with the applications of these techniques to experimental investigations of

damage in cement-based materials. The results of this research has been published (or

submitted for publication) as listed below. Details of the experiments, the analysis

techniques and the experimental results are summarized in the appendices. A brief

summary of these topics follows.

Tools for AnalysisI
In order to fully utilize the potential of quantitative AE techniques, a number of analytic

meLhus had to be developed. These new methods included an algorithm for determining

the first P-wave arrival time, an improved source location method, and a multichannel

deconvolution technique for AE waveform inversion.

Improved Source Location Technique

The location of the AE activity has importance on several levels. The first is interest in the

location itself. In cement-based materials, AE events result from microcracking, grain

boundary sliding, and other fracture process zone (FPZ) activities. Therefore the location

of AE events is used to track the extent and evolution of the FPZ. The location of an AE

source relative to the locations of the transducers is a function of the arrival time of the
stress waves at the transducers, and the velocity of those waves in the material. First, a

data filtering algorithm was designed to automatically determine the AE signal arrival times

at the various transducers. Second, a nonlinear least-squares method was developed to
estimate the AE source location from the previously determined arrival times. This method

treats the three Cartesian coordinates as well as the wave velocity as unknowns. The

location of the event, the wave velocity, and an error term are all evaluated from the arrival

time data. In addition to a modest improvement in accuracy, the newly developed routines
produced a dramatic increase in data analysis capacity.

New Deconvolution Technique

Once the location of the event is determined, elastodynamic and deconvolution techniques

can be applied to the data to estimate characteristics of the source event. The basis of the
quantitative AE model is that all the components of the process can be evaluated using3 linear system theory. Functions representing spatial and temporal properties of the source

event, the resulting wave propagation, and the ultimate measurements processes can all be

evaluated. These processes are all related through a series of convolutions. The properties

of the source function are determined through deconvolution of the measured signals withI



fl the known wave propagation and measurement transfer functions. Deconvolution is in

itself a fairly ill-posed problem. In this application it is further complicated by the problem

of multiple deconvolutions at multiple channels. A fairly robust time-domain technique

was developed to perform the deconvolution. The algorithm is based on a multi-channel
iterative technique. The details are described in appendix A.

Experimental Results

The results of the experimental investigations brought out two major findings on the nature
of damage in cement-based materials. The first finding has to do with the characteristics of

individual microcracks, and the second deals with the evolution and interaction of

microcracks during a loading cycle. As a part of the analysis, the characteristics of wave

propagation in cement-based materials was examined.

I Analysis of Wave Propagation in Cement-based Materials

Analytical models for evaluating wave propagation through elastic materials generally
assume a homogeneous, nondispersive medium. Concrete, mortar and other cement-based
materials are both inhomogeneous and discursive. In order to quantify these effects, a
point source/point receiver (PS/PR) ultrasonic technique was used to investigate wave

propagation characteristics in these materials. Cement paste, fine and coarse mortars, and

concrete were all examined for their frequency dependent attenuation properties. All of the

materials were found to be highly attenuative. The --mount of attenuation was found to be
greatest in the materials with the highest degrees of inhomogenieties. In addition, the
materials with the largest inhomgenieties showed proportionately larger attenuation in the

higher frequencies.

Micromechanics of Fracture

A three dimensional analysis of microcracking in mortar beam specimens was conducted

using the previously described analysis techniques. Using the multichannel inversion
technique, the characteristics of individual microcracks were evaluated. The details of the

experiments and results are given in appendix A. The data analysis indicates that
microcracking in mortar is primarily shear and mixed mode in nature. It was hypothesized

that at the scale of microcracking (volumes on order of 10000 pm), the fracture surface is

extremely tortuous and irregular. For a crack to propagate through such an inhomogeneous
medium, a large shear component will be required.



Strain Softening and Localization

In a second series of experiments, unnotched concrete uniaxial tension specimens were

tested and the AE activity was monitored. The details of the experiment and results are

presented in appendix B. The emphasis here was on capturing the localization

phenomenon which is associated with the strain-softening response of these quasi-brittle

materials. The specimens were not notched as is common with uniaxial tension specimens

of quasi-brittle materials. An innovative experimental setup was developed in order to

conduct these tests. The purpose of testing unnotched specimens was to investigate

damage localization as the load increases. Traditionally, investigators have hypothesized

that damage (microcracking) is fairly random and distributed during the ascending part of

the stress strain curve. It was previously concluded that at peak load the damage localizes

to a single damage zone (macrocrack) which controls post peak (strain softening) response.

The results of this investigation show that microcracking actually begins to localize prior to

the peak load. The locations of AE events began to localize at about 80% of peak load.

This localization controls the development of damage in the material.

The results of this research program have furthered the understanding of the nature of

microcracking and damage growth in cement based m..arials. In addition, the tools

developed for AE data analysis will be valuable in future applications of this innovative

technique.

I
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Abstract

A three-dimensional quantitative acoustic emission (AE) analysis of

I microcracking in unreintorced mortar beams was conducted. In order to facilitate the

analysis of the large amounts of data generated by an AE tes , ,smplified method for the

inversion of AE signals was developed. By using the theoretical Green's function for an

infinite space, the multichannel deconvolution normally required ofAE data inkilrrsikm

redULsC , LU , .. LO aittlng.prc .m Uz.'2 tthiz procedure, microcracking in a

I mortar specimen was evaluated using a seismic moment tensor representation. Source-

time functions for the microcracks were also recovered. The locations of the AE e% ents

were calculated, and damage localization was observed. The moment tensOr ;,n;jlvsi,

showed the dominant mode of microfracture to be mode II, with a limited number

classified as mixed mode. A microstructural mechanism for this behavior is presented.I
3 Key Words

Acoustic l-tnission. Ait -rocracking, Fracture Mechanisins

I
Introduction

I The "quasi-brittlc" nature of cement-based materials is characteri/ed b.

distributed cracking and damage which results in a "fracture process tone." The fracture



I
3 process zone is defined as the region around the continuous (visible) crack in wkhich aI

field of small discontinuous microcracks is found I N Additional properties icludC grdl,:'

I boundary sliding and crack bridging. Since the nonlinear and surain-softening behavior o,

concrete can be linked to the properties of the fracture process zone. a better

understanding of these properties is very important.

Many experimental and analytical techniques have becn used to investigate

microcracking in cement-based materials. These methods range from direct surface

observations (microscopy, photoelasticity, laser interferometry), indirect methods

(compliance measurements, numerical simulations), and interior measurements

(radiography, dye penetration, ultrasonics). An additional technique which can be

included in the last category is the monitoring of acoustic emissions.

An acoustic emission (AE) is the stress wave which results from microcracking.

dislocation movements, and other irreversible changes in a stressed material. These stre,,,

waves propagate to the surface of a test specimen where they can be measured, recorded.

I and analyzed. Characteristics of the AE source can be deduced by the inversion of the

3 recorded signals. Acoustic emissions are often referred to as microseismic events due to

the parallels with earthquake phenomena. AE signals are most often measured with

highly sensitive piezoelectric transducers. AE event rates correspond to damage growth

in materials. If an array of transducers is mounted to a specimen, the l!cation of AF

I activity can be determined by the differences in signal arrival times to the different

transducers. A typical laboratory acoustic emission setup is shown in figure 1.

In this paper a method of quantitative AE analysis is presented which was used to

characterize microcracking in small-scale mortar beam specimens. This technique

yielded new insight into the nature of damage growth in cement-based materials.I
Quintitative AE Analvsis

I
2
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Over the last 25 years AE measurements have been used extensively to stud,

fracture problems in a variety of materials 1141. Hsu, et al Il' established a quantitatic

I acoustic emission model by which the source characteristic, could be deduced through an

analysis of the propagation medium and the measurement system characteristics. Thec

three components interact through a convolution model such that:

V(t) = T(t)*{G(t)*M(r)} MM

where V(t) is the measured voltage transient, M(t) is a function representing the AE

I source, G~t) is the wave propagation function (elastodynamic Green's function). and T't)

is the response function of the measurement system. "*" denotes a convolution integral.

Using this model, the characteristics of an AE source can be determnined from the

measured voltage transients if the response of the measuremelt system, and the wxave

propagation characteristics of the material are known. That is, if T(t) and G(tn are know, n

a priori, then the AE source function is determined from the measured voltage transients

through a series of deconvolutions.

The critical : :atures of this model are the representation of the AE source, and the

wave propagation function. These features will briefly be described below. The response

of the measurement system is determined by a calibration procedure. System calibration

will also be described below.

I Representation of AE Sources

I The basis of the AE source model is an equivalence between a discontinuity and a

set of body forces which produce the same dynamic displacements in the far field. Using

an equivalent set of body forces to represent microcrack formation, a solution for the

displacement transients at remote locations can be determined.

I A dislocation such as a microcrack may be modeled as a seismic moment tensor.

M 9 , w here11 ].

I M~ =C k da,.3

!3
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Here, bd,41 is a discontinuity with area, dA4, and Burgers vector, hb. The plane of the:

discontinuity has a normal vector in the I-direction. C,., is the elastic stifftes,s ten wr.

Equilibrium requires that the moment tensor be symmetric. A discontinuity may

therefore be characterized in three dimensions by six independent components. Scrub,. e:

"al, (1985). presented some examples of simple source types and their corresponding

moment tensor representations.

The stiffness tensor for an isotropic elastic solid may be written as 1131:

ICJj = A , 6k,+ p (8j 5I + 8 d,3 j i) (3)

where A. and p are the Lam6 constants. The corresponding moment tensor representation

is then:

3 MI = V;bknk35i, +)u(b~n, + b)nj])AA,

where nj is the jth component of the unit normal vector, and AA is the area of the

microcrack plane.

Since Wj is a tensor quantity it may be rotated to any coordinate systcm using the

laws of tensor transformation. As will be shown, microcrack parameters such as volume.

slip, and orientation can be determined from the principal values and directions of the

moment tensor.

Far-Field Displacements Due to an AE Source

The wave propagation due to an AE event must satisfy the differential equation of

motion for the material. The solution for the far-field displacement, u,, in an elastic

medium due to a body force, fj, acting on a volume, V, can be written as IR]:

j u(X, t) = fJ f ,4 ~f ý ~~ (5)
-~V

where G, (x, ,t- r) is the elastodynamic Green's function for the medium. The Green's

function represents the ith displacement component at location, x, and time, t, due to an

impulsive force acting at 4, and time, T, in thej-direction. Using this formulation, the

4



I
solution for the displacements due to any force function can be determined by the

convolution with the appropriate Green's function. This type of Green's function is often

I referred to as a Green's function of the first kind. If the size of V is small compared to the

separation between the source and receiver then the source can be assumed to be a point.

and the spatial integration is removed from equation (5).

If the monopole force, f,, in equation (5) is replaced with a dipole force function.

ML,, then equation (5) can be written:

uI u(X,t) f G ,,,rx,ý - rvt,,(ý, T)dr, (6)

I where GLJk =:G:Gi/3ak is referred to as a Green's function of the second kind. If

equation (6) is convolved with a measurement system response function, the result is

equation (1). Thus, a moment tensor representing an acoustic emission source can be

calculated by a series of deconvolutions.

I Rotation of Moment Tensor and Determination of Microcrack Parameters

As previously stated, characteristics of a microcrack AE source can be determined

from the principal values and directions of the moment tensor. This derivation follows

Ouyang et al [181, which was based in part on Enoki and Kishi [31,

The principal values of the moment tensor, M0,, in equation (4) are governed by

I the equation:

(Mj -M8q)xj =0, (7)

I where M is a principal value (eigenvalue), x1 is the corresponding principal direction

(eigenvector), and 60. is the Kronecker delta. A solution of equation (7) exists only if the

determinant vanishes, or:

jM, -M3,J= 0.()

Equation (8) leads to a cubic equation which yields the following three principal values:

M(') =[(;L + 2Mu)b:nk +.(bkbk)v21A (9a)

I
I



,= AbknAA 9h)

AiW (3-ý + 2 p)hknk - p(bkbk )~AA.9c

U The three corresponding principal directions are:
i(1) = bi + n, (bkbk )1/2 (a)

1x(2) = Ekbink (10b)
X X(3)= bi - ni (bk bk )V2, (l0c)

where eijk is the permutation symbol.

I These equations show the vector, x (2) is in the direction normal to the plane

defined by b and n. Equations (10a) and (10c) indicate that x(l) is a vector on the plane

defined by b and n in the direction which bisects the angle between them, and x(3) is on

the plane defined by b and n, and is normal to x°). These are illustrated in figure 2. The

vector, n, is then defined by: I - X ý1) X !3)
Ini 2(bkbk )1/2 -

From the principal values of the moment tensor, the volume of the microcrack can

be determined:

V = bknkAA =M() + M( 2 + 
(12)

3A + 2/a

In addition, the direction of microcrack slip may be expressed as an angle between b and

n. If this angle is designated as a, then:

Cosa= bknk 2pM( 2)- (13)
(bknk )/2 (.M(l) _ (13)

I Using this designation, an angle of a close to 00 indicates mode I (tensile)

microcracking, whereas an angle of a close to 900 indicates mode II (shear)

microcracking. It should be noted that the convention used for the principal values was:

M(1) > M(2) > M(3).

Information about the microcracking characteristics is of great interest when

I evaluating damage in materials, since the overall response of the material is governed by

I
6
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properties at the microstructural level. Relationships may be determined between the

microscopic and macroscopic mechanisms of crack growth, and inferences on the

influence of damage on the bulk material response can be made.

Inversion of AE Data

The following information is required for the inversion of AE data, and the

moment tensor analysis of microcracking: the location of the AE source, an appropriate

elastodynamic Green's function, and the response functions for each transducer. Each of

these items will briefly be discussed. A simplified method of inversion is then presented.

AE Source Location

The location of an AE source is of primary importance for investigations of

damage localization, as well as the characterization of individual microcracks. The

location of an AE source can be determined by the differences in longitudinal wave (P-

wave) arrival times at the different transducers 1191. The location is estimated using the

equation:

Atb= (Xa -xI-IX -xl) (14)

where x is the unknown location of the AE event, xa and Xb are the locations of

transducers a and b, respectively, c, is the P-wave velocity in the material, and Atab is

the difference in signal arrival times at transducers a and b. An iterative nonlinear least-

squares method can be used to solve equation (14) [20). A minimum of four transducers

is required for a unique solution in three dimensions. Additional transducers will

improve the solution since the effect of random measurement error is reduced.

Transducer Response Functions

7



The piezoelectric transducers used in AE testing convert mechanical disturbances,

to electrical signals which can be recorded. The transduction process is complex and 'A ill

I not be dealt with here except to note that the transducer output can be modeled as the

convolution of the actual surface motion with an impulse response function E51.

Considerable research on transducer calibration has been conducted at the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). This research has lead to an ASTM

standard for the calibration of AE transducers [2]. The basic method is to subject the

transducer to a known displacement or velocity function. The output of the transducer is

then deconvolved with the displacement function to obtain the impulse response function.

I Once the impulse response function is known, the transducer output due to an arbitrary

signal can be converted to a displacement function. The transducer is assumed to be

sensitive only to normal displacements.

The deconvu,!tion method used for both the calibration and the subsequent AE

signal analysis is a time-domain least-squares method [15]. The discrete-time convolution

I of two time series may be represented as:

V(n) I Xu(k)T(n -k), (15)

k=O

where V(n) and u(n) are known time series representing the measured signal and the

theoretical displacement function, respectively. T(n) is the unknown impulse response

function. The least squares criterion is formulated such that the sum of the squared errors

* is minimized. This sum is written as:

E = { V(n)- u(k)T(n- k) (16)

n=1 k=0

where 1(n) is an estimate of T(n), and N is the number of points in the time series. The

minimization criterion is that DE/laf(n) = 0 for each 1(n). This approach to

deconvolution is analogous tr" a curve fitting problem where N parameters are used to fit

N data points.

I
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It should be noted that more common methods of deconvolution such as

frequency division are not practical for this application. Problems of noise and finite

signal length make the problem ill-posed for application of fast Fourier transforms [22J.

H Recovery of Moment Tensor from AE Signals

Once the measured AE signals are converted to displacement signals using the

deconvolution procedures of the previous section, the moment tensor can be recovered

through the deconvolution of equation (6). A major difficulty in this deconvolution is

that analytical Green's functions exist only for a few simple geometric configurations. A

number of inversion techniques have previously been used. These include the application

of the Green's function for an infinite medium with corrections for boundary effects [211,

Green's functions determined experimentally [8] and numerically [3], and adaptation of

the Green's function for an infinite plate, (161. The proposed inversion applies the Green's

function solution for an infinite medium so that the deconvolution reduces to a

I multichannel curve fitting problem.

If a source occurring at the origin of an infinite medium is assumed, and only the

P-wave component is considered, equation (6) may be written as [11:
IUi = ij.k * Mi't

YYJYk 1I d Mj t-r) (17)

41r(A +2Au)c, r dt ~cJ

+ 6yyjyk, r - I- Mjj- 9
I4,r(A. + 2,u) I4~~ r- C,

where yi is the direction cosine, and r is the length of the vector directed from the source

to the receiver. Since the assumption of the far-field has already been made, the second

term of equation (17) can be neglected as it decays much more rapidly with increasing r.

Also, only the P-wave component needs to be considered since only the first few cycles

of the signal will be used in this analysis. In the far-field, the P-wave is sufficiently

separated from the other components.

I
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To further simplify equation (17), the moment tensor is assumed to have a single

source-time function. That is, all components of MY act with the same time dependency.

Then, Mi,(x,t) = Mj(x)s(t), and equation (17) may be written as:

•g, (r t 7j Y'k IMik.• t - r(19)

rt) = (+ 2M)c, r

where s is the time derivative of the moment tensor source-time function. The time shift,

t - r/ct, can be eliminated since the difference in the time arguments of u, and s is

dependent only on the source-receiver distance, r, which is already known. Equation 018)

may then be written:
IY•,YJrk 1 Miet.(19)

4ur(' ( + 2y)c1 kr

Scruby, et al [21], showed that the effects of the specimen boundary can be

corrected by approximating the incident P-wave as a plane wave. By considering the

mode conversion at the free boundary, the normal displacement, v, at the surface can be

expressed as:
V = UrRp, (20)

where u, is the radial displacement and R. is a P-wave reflection coefficient such that:

RP= 2 " cos ig(" - 22sinz2 g) (21)(0 -(•2 _ sin 2 Vr)2 + 4sin 2 IV(l_ sin 2 V/)112(K2 - sin 2 V)t112, 21

where Vi is the angle between r and v as shown in figure 3. Noting that u, = Yiu,, then

equation (19) can be substituted into equation (20) to yield:
_ 1 RPYjYk Mikg(t). (22)

v~)=4;r(X + 2ty)c, r

Since the normal surface displacement sensitivity is assumed in the transducer

convolution model, the only unknowns in equation (22) are the six independent moment

tensor components, Ma,, and the corresponding source-time function, 9(t). Equation (22)

is valid as long as the signal contains no displacement components resulting from

reflections at other specimen boundaries.

10



Ohtsu and Ono 1191 compared the use of the infinite medium with a boundary

correction to the solution of displacements on the surface of an infinite half-space. The

I infinite half-space is probably a better representation of seismic phenomena, however, the

use of these solutions is extremely cumbersome. Ohtsu and Ono found very good

agreement between the two formulations, indicating that the solution for an infinite

medium with boundary corrections is an acceptable model for acoustic emission events.

The following substitutions will be made to facilitate a solution to equation (22).

I First, the moment tensor may be written as a vector using Voigt notation:
c =Mil c2  M22 c3 = M33

c4 = M23  c5 = M1 3  c6 = M12

In addition, let:
H2 = RIy 2Y3  HIq = Rqy 2y 3  H3 = Ry'Y 3

H = R Y2Y 3  Hg; = Rgyy 3  Hg = R '1Y 2

where Rq is the previously defined P-wave reflection coefficient at the location of

transducer q. Finally, let:

4ir(A + 21t)c,

I Then equation (22) may be written:

v" (t) = QHjc/•(t), (23)

U where vq is the normal surface displacement measured at transducer q. It should be

noted that the quantity, Q, depends only on the elastic properties of the material, while

Hq depends only on the geometric relationship between the source and the receiver. The

AE source is represented by cjs(t).

Since all AE signals were acquired digitally, equation (23) must be written in a

I discrete-time form:

I vq(n) = QHncjS(n), (24)

where n=tA. A is the sampling rate of the data acquisition system.

I
I
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Once again, a least-squares error method is used to solve equation (24) for the

unknown source terms, cs(t). The least-squares formulation of equation (24) is:
NPI Eq = J q(n) - QHqcNn)}2  (25)
n1=1

where Eq is the squared error for time series (channel) q, and NP is the number of points

in that time series. Equation (25) needs to be minimized over at least six channels of data

for an accurate estimate of the six independent moment tensor components. This is done

by minimizing the squared error over all channels, EAU, where:NC

EAU = {0- E}. (26)
I q=1

The requirements necessary for equation (26) to be minimized with respect to the

cj's and i(n) are: NC

d-c- {0E} 2 =0 (27)

. q=l

and

NC0.2(28)s•(n) E 10

respectively. 

q=1

It should be noted that a unique solution is not obtained from this procedure.

Some assumption about the source-time function is required for uniqueness. Since s(n)

is a nondimensional scalar function, it was assumed that the maximum value of s(n) was

set equal to one. This assumption was made so that the estimated moment tensor had the

I correct absolute magnitude.

A FORTRAN computer code was developed for the actual computations. The

program first performed the time-domain deconvolutions required to obtain a

3 displacement transient from each voltage transient. A step source-time function was

assumed as a starting point for the iterative procedure described above. The Levenberg-

I Marquardt algorithm for nonlinear least squares minimization problems was used to

1
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evaluate equation (26). A routine published by Press, et al (201 was found to be very

effective, and usually converged in five to ten iterations. The length of each signal used

I for analysis was one microsecond (16 data points at the 16 MNHz sampling rate used). For

this short time interval it was assumed that the signal contained no reflected displacement

components from other boundaries, so that the solution for an infinite medium was valid.

The microcrack parameters of volume, slip angle, and orientation were then calculated

from the resulting moment tensor.I
Application to Mortar Beam Specimen

The quantitative AE analysis routines were applied to a series of concrete beams

w•ht varying degrees of inhomogeniety. The goals of the research program were to

determine microfracture mechanisms in various cement-based materials, examine damage

localization phenomena, and to analyze the relationship between microscopic and

macroscopic fracture mechanisms. The results for the mortar specimen are described

I here.I
Experimental Program

The AE test setup shown schematically in figure 1 was used. Eight channels of

data were acquired for each event. A single channel acted as a trigger which caused all

I eight channels to record simultaneously. The modular LeCroy system consisted of a

model 6103 amplifier/trigger generator, a model 6128 fan out, eight model TR8837F

transient recorders, and a model 8901A CAMAC to GPIB interface. The system was

controlled via GPIB by a PC running LeCroy's "Waveform Catalyst" software. For each

triggered event, IK samples were recorded at each channel. The sampling rate was 16

I MHz at 8 bit resolution. The transducers used were Physical Acoustics Corp. (PAC)

model micro80. The AE signals were amplified at a gain of 60 dB by PAC model 1220B

preamplifiers.

I
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The geometry of the mortar test specimen is shown in figure 4. The mix

proportion was 1: 2.6: 0.45, cement: sand: water, by weight, respectively. The sand had a

maximum aggregate size of 2 mm diameter. The 28-day compressive strength of the mix

was 35 MPa. The Lamd constants were: X=35.1 GPa and ýL=l 1.0 GPa. These constants

were determined by measuring the P and S-wave velocities in the specimen using the

following relationships:

ct =and c,= -

p p

where p is the density and c, is the S-wave velocity.

The beam was tested in a digitally controlled closed-loop MTS load frame. The

feedback control for the test was the strain on the bottom face of the beam. The strain

was measured with a 4 inch gage length extensometer. The feedback control was set such

that this strain was increased at a rate of 0.5 pgstrains per second. The load versus strain

diagram is shown in figure 5. The entire test took 50 minutes. Since one of the research

objectives was to observe localization of microcracking, no notch was introduced into the

specimen.

A total of 107 AE events were recorded. A limitation of the measurement system

was that after the system was triggered by an AE event, there was a three second

minimum down time while the signals were recorded on the PC's hard disk. It is likely

that some AE data was lost during this down time.

Transducer Calibration

Prior to the loading, the array of AE transducers was mounted on the specimen as

shown in figure 4. The impulse response function of each transducer was estimated by

3 subjecting them to a known displacement function and deconvolving this function with

the transducer output. The known displacement function was calculated using a program

by Hsu 16]. The program computes the displacement functions for a step source on an

infinite plate. The step source function was approximated using a 0.3 mm pencil lead

14I



fracture on the opposite side of the specimen as the transducer. These pencil lead

fractures of two different force magnitudes were performed at two different locations on

I the specimen for a total of four different source functions at each transducer. The

corresponding displacement functions were computed, and the results deconvolved with

the output signals to yield a series of four impulse restonse functions The four different

signals agreed well enough to assume that the transducer output was approximately

proportional to displacement for the first microsecond. The four response functions for

each transducer were averaged for use in the AE data iuversion.

I Verification of Inversion Technique

In order to verify the inversion procedure an independent check was made for an

event where all eight channels showed clear signals. For this event the AE data from six

of the eight channels was used to estimate the location, moment tensor, and source-time

function for the AIE source. Using this information the "forward" problem was carried

I out at the two remaining transducers. That is, equation (22) was used to determine the

normal surface displacement functions at the two redundant transducers based on the

recovered location, moment tensor and source-time function. These displacement

functions were then convolved with the appropriate response functions to estimate the

transducer outputs for this event. The computed outputs are compared with the actual

I measured outputs in figure 6. These results show a sufficiently good agreement so that it

may be concluded that the model can predict far-field displacement (and transducer

outputs) for a given AE source in mortar.I
Experimental Results

I As stated above, 107 AE events were recorded for the mortar beam specimen. Of

* these 96 had at least four signals of sufficient amplitude required to estimate a source

location in three dimensions. Eight of the 96 however, failed to converge and could not

I
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be resolved. Therefore 88 events (82%) were located as shown in figure 7. The events

were located as described above using differences in arrival times at different transducers.

I The arrival times were determined by a computer algorithm developed by Landis, et al

[91. It was estimated the source locations were accurate to within 2-3 mm. This estimate

was based on a location calculation of an artificial source on the surface of the specimen.

As can be seen in the figure, before peak load there appears to be three areas of

microcrack concentration: one very close to the centerline, and one at about 4 cm on

I each side of the centerline. After the peak load most events occur around the centerline

of the specimen. The visible surface cracks are also shown on the figure. It seems likely

that the three concentrations of prepeak events are due to very small shrinkage cracks at

those locations. Li, et al [I] found random microcracking up to about 80% of peak load.

At this point microcracking localized to a single crack location. It is therefore likely that

these small shrinkage cracks served as a starting point for further crack growth, and that it

was therefore not possible to observe true localization. Regardless of how cracks were

I initiated, it can be seen in the figure that they tend to start at the corners of the beam cross

section. In addition, the AE events tend to occur farther up at the specimen surfaces than

inside the specimen indicating that cracks have a nonuniform cross section as shown in

the figure. This phenomenon was previously examined using dye penetration

techniques[23].

I Of the 88 events that were located, only 30 had strong enough signals at the

minimum six channels required for moment tensor analysis. Since mortar is a highly

attenuative material, measurement of all AE activity is difficult if not impossible. Of

these 30 events four failed to converge in a reasonable number of iterations, so a total of

26 events (24% of all recorded events) were completely characterized by the moment

I tensor analysis.

Several recovered source-time functions are shown in figure 8. Typical

characteristics of these functions are 0.4 to 0.7 4ts rise time followed by a slight drop.

I
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The unit maximum amplitude that was assumed in the inversion procedure is also

illustrated.

I A histogram of the recovered microcrack volumes is shown in figure 9. A

majority were less than 10,000 pin3 with a few as large as 125,000 lam 3. A histogram of

the recovered slip angles is shown in figure 10. It was defined previously that the slip

angle, a, is the angle between the crack plane normal vector and the direction of crack

opening (Burgers vector). For purposes of classification, the microfracture mode may be

I defined in terms of the slip angle, a, as follows: a < 83" is mixed mode, whereas a > 830

is mode II. All of the recovered slip angles are between 75 and 93 degrees, indicating a

predominance of mode II (shear) microcracking, with some mixed mode.I
Discussion

The crack plane orientations are plotted in figure 11. The orientations of the

microcrack planes seem to support the notion that microcracking in mortar is primarily

mode II in nature. All of the microcracks shown in figure II are inclined with respect to

the direction of principle tensile stress. Traditionally, the fracture of concrete and mortar

was considered a function of its tensile strength. A mechanism is presented here which

would show microscopic shear and mixed mode cracking regardless of whether the

macroscopic behavior is mode I, mixed mode, or mode II.

As long as the calibration of the transducers can assumed to be absolute, that is,

the transducers are actually sensitive to the absolute displacements to which they are

subjected, then the volume of the microcrack is calculated using equation (12). As

previously stated typical recovered microcrack volumes wvere in the range of 10000 jam 3.

A shear crack of this volume could have an opening on the order of only a few microns

I [71. At this scale the structure of the cement matrix is very irregular, and somewhat

amorphous 1101, as shown in figure 12. The microcrack shown in figure 12 follows an

extremely tortuous path through the microstructure. If the miciocracks develop in a

I
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microstructural medium as schematically shown in figure 13, then it seems likely that

mixed mode and mode II could be the exclusive fracture modes. The interfacial zone

I between the cement paste and aggregate could also be characterized by these features.

An additional insight is illustrated in figure 14. This figure shows the recovered

slip angles at each AE event, and the corresponding load at which the events occurred. It

I can be seen here that during initial (prepeak) damage, the microfracture tends to be more

mixed mode. The post peak microfracture tends to be almost pure mode II, with the

I exception of the microcracking around event number 50. The microfracture is again

characterized by mixed mode behavior, but here there is also a much more dramatic

decrase in load, indicating rapid damage growth. A conclusion which may be made from

these observations is that initial damage is characterized by fracture between cement

particles, and the cement - aggregate interface. Whereas steady-state damage growth

could be charcterized by friction along the crack surfaces.

It should be noted that there is another possible explanation for the dominance of

I shear microcracking. It is possible that there could have been some kind of systematic

I elimination of mode I microcracks. As was mentioned above, only 24% of all recorded

AE events could be used in the moment tensor analysis due to insufficient signal

amplitude at less than the minimum of six transducers. A possibility exists that either the

geometry of the transducer array was biased against mode I events, or that any mode I

I events that did exist were not large enough in energy. Some numerical experiments were

carried out to test for any bias. Mode I microcracks of a variety of orientations and

locations were assumed and substituted into equation (22). The volumes of these

assumed microcracks were in the range of those actually measured. The resulting surface

displacements at the transducer locations were calculated. These displacements were of

I the same order of magnitude as those measured, indicating that there was not any bias in

the transducer array geometry. The only other possibility for systematic elimination of

mode I events would be if they tend to be smaller in amplitude than the mode II events.

I
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All of this discussion about AE recovery of microcracking assumes that the

moment tensor model adequately represents the physical phenomenon. It has been shon

here that this source model accurately represents the dynamic displacement field resulting

from the AE event. Unfortunately there is still no independent verification that the

moment tensor representation adequately models the actual dynamic microfracture

mechanisms in a heterogeneous material such as mortar. Components of the model such

as the "crack plane" may not correctly represent the actual fracture process. Despite the

shortfalls, however, this analysis has been shown to be a valuable tool to evaluate the

fracture properties of mortar.

It should be noted that previously published two dimensional analyses of

microcracking in mortar and concrete specimens showed a fair number of mode I events

in addition to mixed mode, and mode II events [12],[181. The seemingly contradictory

results with what was measured here can be reconciled by considering out-of-plane

moment tensor components. If the two dimensional analysis is done in the x1 -x3 plane of

figure 11, an event which appears to be mode I in that plane may actually be mode 11

when motion in the x2-direction is considered. This is illustrated by event number 34,

highlighted in figure 11.

Summary and Conclusions

The research described herein demonstrated the usefulness of quantitative

acoustic emission analysis techniques as a tool for basic fracture research of cement-

based materials. The inversion of AE data is a unique method of monitoring the dynamic

processes of damage evolution and crack growth. The main zones of damage were found

through the locations of the AE sources. The simplified inversion technique presented

here was shown to accurately model the far-field displacement transients produced from

an AE event. The primary fracture mode of microcracks in the mortar specimen was

found to be mode 11. A small number of mixed-mode microcracks were also observed.

I
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No mode I microcracking was observed. Although the displacement transients were

independently verified, the moment tensor source representation still requires some kind

of independent verification. Current research is focused on further analyzing the AE

source mechanisms in cement-based materials. This research will lead to a better

understanding of the fracture process zone and the mechanisms of damage growth in

quasi-brittle materials.
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Localization of microcracking in concrete under uniaxial tension

Zongjin Li' and Surendra P. Shah2

SYNOPSIS

The localization of microcracks in unnotched concrete specimens under uniaxial tension

has been studied using acoustic emission (AE) analysis techniques. A new method was developed

to locate the source of the AE events. It was found that the AE events started to concentrate on

a narrow band of the specimen when load reached about 80% of the peak value. The macro

deformation of the specimen was also monitored by using four LVDTs which were uniformly

I distributed along the direction of tension. Based on the experimental observations, the relationship

3 between occurrence of AE event (microcracking) and macro deformation was further investigated.

It was found that the localization of micro-cracks controlled the development of the macro crack

I in the specimen.

I Key words: microcrock, uniaxial tension, acoustic emission, localization, fracture process.

INTRODUCTION

I The microcrack localization in concrete has become an interesting topic recently partly

3 due to the demand of understanding of the fracture process. The earlier test reported by

Gopalaratnam and Shah' and Eligehausen et aW2. have demonstrated the existence of localization

in the strain field. Stress-strain relationship were shown to be dependent on the gauge length.

Graduate research assistant, ACBM Center, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208

2 Professor of Civil Engineering, Director of NSF ACBM Center, Northwestern University,

3 Evanston, IL 60208.
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I
However, the data concerning the occurrence and development of microcracks as well as fracture

process zone available from these test are limited due to the limitation of the measuring

instrument such as strain gauge and displacement transducers.

Based on the evaluation of the fracture energy of brittle materials, Schorn3 inferred that

the damage process might be divided into three sections: the formation of a microcrack (the

cracking process start at a load about 40% of the peak load), the accumulation of microcracks

I and the propagation of a macrocrack (at a critical point in the descending branch of stress-strain

curve). However, there was no experimental verification in terms of microscopic observations of

fracture process. Raiss, M.E., Dougill, J. W. and Newman4 conducted uniaxial tension test using

I a closed loop servo-controlled machine with the help of the parallel steel bar load-sharing system.

I Moire interferometry technique was adopted to examine the full field surface strain. They

observed that localization in the strain field occurred prior to the attainment of the maximum

I load. They concluded that the load-extension relationship is not a property of the bulk material

but is strongly influenced by behavior local to the fracture process zone. The fracture of concrete

is characterized by the formation and propagation of fracture process zones. It has been suggested

I that these zones are initially formed by microcracks which subsequently coalesce to the fracture

process zone. S`nce Moire interferometry technique can only measure the surface deformation,

no information is available for the occurrence of internal microcracks.

Due to the capability of detecting the activity of internal microcracking, AE technique has

I been employed to study damage and microcrack nucleation in a stressed material for many years5.

The rate and sum of occurrence of AE activity have been used to predict the extent of internal

damage of concrete6 . Maji and Shah7'8 applied AE technique to detect the fracture process zone

I
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for cementitious composite. Kim and Koo9  correlated the AE event and crack pattv,,r of

reinforced concrete beams to examine flexural failure. Maji, Ouyang and Shah"0 discussed some

basic aspects on applying AE to cement-based materials, and used the moment tensor approach

to characterize the properties of a microcracking of center-cracked concrete plate. Landis and

Shah" recovered the microcrack parameters for mortar beam specimen using quantitative acoustic

emission technique.

Berthaud et al."2 carried out tensile test on concrete with the application of acoustic

emission together with replica techniques to observe microcracking. They found that the

propagation of a single macrocrack is always surrounded by a damaged zone and the cracking

I (acoustic activity) was uniform in this zone. Their AE map showed that as early as at 74 percent

of peak load two different zones of cracking occurred simultaneously. The heavy localization was

observed at 93 percent of load. It should be indicated that since two lateral surfaces of the

I specimen were fully glued on metallic bars with epoxy resin and the load was transferred through

shear along entire loading dimension of the specimen in their test, it is possible to get some AE

events caused by surface debonding.

I Mihashi et al."3 applied three-dimensional acoustic emission technique to study double

cantilever beam response. The test revealed that fracture process zone did have a 3-D structure.

According to their results, microcracking may not prevail at the region close to the specimen's

surface but randomly occur around main crack.

The objective of the present study was to evaluate the relationship between microcracking

and macroscopic deformation. A series of uniaxial tension tests were carried out on both plain

concrete and fiber reinforced concrete specimens. A stable post-peak response was obtained with

I
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I
a closed-loop digitally controlled testing equipment. Specimens were not notched and no load-

sharing system was used. The microcrack nucleation was detected using an AE measurement

system, and macroscopic deformation was measured by LVDTs. The AE events obtained during

tests were analyzed and the source location and the characteristics of the microcracks were

deduced. These characteristics were used to explain the macro behavior of the material and to

show that the localization of microcracks was the primary mechanism that controls the behavior

I of the macro deformation.

RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE

This paper reports the results of the ir,-'-stgation of the phenomena of the localization of

I inicocracking in concrete under uniaxial tension. The uniaxial tests were conducted by using a

newly developed interchangeably multiple channel control method on unnotched concrete

specimen to obtain the stable post peak response. An acoustic emission measurement system with

I six channels was used in the investigation to detect the occurrence of microcracking. It was found

that the degree of the internal damage could be indicated by the rate of the occurrence of AE

events. The experimental results also shown that the microcracking localization did exist and

I occurred before peak load. The location of optically observed macrocrack as well as the change

in macroscopic deformation pattern were largely controlled by the nucleation of the

microcracking. 
EXPERIMENTAL 

DETAILS

3 .Preparation of the specimen

Three types of specimens-- plain concrete, steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC) and

polypropylene fiber reinforced concrete (PFRC) were prepared. The test program is shown in

I
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Table I. The plain concrete specimens were prepared using a mix proportion of 1 0.65 : 2.6

: 2.6 (cement : water : sand : coarse aggregate) by weight. The maximum size of aggregate was

about 13 mm. The SFRC specimens were prepared using a proportion of I : 0.6 : 2.45 : 2.45.

0.5% by volume of hooked steel fibers manufactured and provided by Bekaert Corp. were added

into the mixture. In addition, superplasticizer (1.7 ml per pound of cement) was added to achieve

reasonable workability. The PFRC specimens were prepared with a mix proportion of I : 0.56

I : 2.4 : 2.4. Polypropylene fibers ( 0.5% by volume) provided by Fibermesh company together

with a superplasticizer in the amount of 1.7 ml per pound of cement were added into the mixture.

All the specimens were de-molded 24 hours after casting and left in a water bat' for curing The

I specimens were tested at the age of 28 days. Two days before testing, the specimens were taken

* out of the bath and left to dry. Steel loading plates (end tabs) were then glued to the ends of the

specimens. Before gluing the loading plates, both the specimen surface and the steel plates .-ere

I polished with #400 sand paper and cleaned with acetone. The details of gluing specimens are

provided elsewhere' 4 . The entire specimen size was 13 X 5 X 1.1 in. After gluing the loading

plates, the test portion left was 5 X 5 X 1.1 in.

I Test setup

The set-up for the test is shown in Fig. 1. Two identical loading fixtures were used: one

mounted on the machine's actuator and the other connected to the load cell. In each fixture, a

sliding steel block was provided which helped to center the specimen. This kind of set-up

provides boundary conditions close to those provided by non-rotatable loading platens"5 . The

thickness of the loading plate was gradually reduced (Fig. 1) from 3/8" to 1/16" to avoid a sudden

change in stiffness and consequent stress concentration. Four LVDTs with a working range of

I
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0.025" and gage length of 2.75" were mounted on the specimen (Fig. 1). The signals from the

LVDTs, the stroke LVDT and the load cell were acquired using LabTech Notebook software.

The readings of all six sensors were displayed in six individual windows (sensor reading as a

function of time) on the Notebook screen. These graphs were useful in making decisions

regarding switching of the control mode among those LVDTs. Six PZT transducers were also

glued (Fig. 1) on the surface of the specimen to monitor the acoustic emission (AE) activity. The

I AE events were mainly monitored from the central 127 mm X 127 mm (5 in. X 5 in.) area of

the specimen.

AE Measurement system

I The AE measurement system shown in Fig. 2 was used to acquire AE data during the test.

The system consisted of transducers, preamplifiers and A-D modules, Six channels were

employed. The transducers were purchased from Physical Acoustics Corporation (model micro

I 80). These general purpose transducers are made of piezoelectric crystal and are hence called iZT

transducers. They are convenient to use because of their small size (9.5 mm diameter and 11.1

mm height), negligible weight (5 g) and desirable sensitivity. These transducers have an

U essentially flat amplitude response of approximately + 9 dB in the frequency range of 100 kHz

to 1.2 MHz. It was found by calibration that these PZT transducers measure surface velocity of

a material during the period of first P-wave (Maji et al., 1989)"6. The preamplifiers used were

also purchased from Physical Acoustics Corporation (model number 1220B). This preamplifier

has a bandwidth of 20-1200 kHz and a gain of 40 or 60 dB (interchangeable). In the system,

channel A was used as a trigger channel and was connected to a 6103 amplifier trigger module.

The other five channels were used as working channels and were connected to five TR8837F

I
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digitizer modules. A 6128 fan-out module was used to receive the signal from 6103 amplifier and

to trigger all working channels simultaneously. A LECROY 8901 A interface board was used

to communicate with an IBM-AT via a GPIB cable. The operation of LECROY system was

controlled by Physical Acoustics' CATALYST program which alsu stored the digitized data on

the computer's hard disk. 3000 data points were stored for each channel at a digitizing rate of

16 MHz.

Test procedures

The uniaxial tension tests were carried out by using a new test method"4 in which a

digitally controlled closed-loop MTS testing machine, five individual control channels and a

I strategy of continuous switching of control mode to catch the formation of the major crack were

employed. The specimen was first loaded under stroke control at a rate of 0.00156 mm of piston

displacement per minute. While loading, the output of the LVDTs and load cell were monitored

I by using the Notebook program. With the load increasing, the slope of the curve of the output

of LVDTs vs. time exhibited some differences. The test mode was then switched to LVDT

control by choosing the LVDT having the steepest slope of the output. Usually, the first change

I of the control mode to an LVDT mounted on specimen is not sufficient to guarantee that the

major crack could be caught. To ensure the softening response measurement, the control mode

had to be changed frequently in accordance with the current time-rates of the output of the

U LVDTs.

TEST RESULTS

Occurrence of AE events

The stress versus deformation (measured by the control LVDT) relationships are -lotted in

7



Fig. 3-5 for a plain concrete specimen, a SFRC specimen and a PFRC specimen. respectivelv.

These figures are superimposed with the occurrence of the .-xE events. Generally speaking, the

first AE event usually is noticed earlier for plain concrete specimen as compared to the specimens

of fiber reinforced. In the pre-peak load region, the rate of the occurrence of the AE events

shows an obvious change around the 80 percent peak load. This phenomenon is also clearly

demonstrated in the AE event accumulation curves for specimen C-2 as shown in Fig. 6 where

I the slope of the curve become much steeper around 0.8 peak load. A quite similar trend was also

observed for other specimens. The rate of the occurrence of AE event is, therefore, a strong

indication of the internal damage and the value of 0.8 peak load can be used as a stage

I transferring point.

It also should be indicated that in the post peak region, the fiber reinforced concrete

specimens usually have more nucleation of AXE event than plain concrete specimens do. This

I phenomena could be attributed to the fiber debonding and matrix microcracking.

Some basic features of the measured AE signal

The AE signal was first analyzed by using the FFT transform to examine the frequency

U distribution of the microcracking. A typical result is shown in figure 7. Two response peaks are

shown in the figure. One is with a central frequency about 100 KHz and another with a central

frequency of 330 KIHz. A statistical evaluation for 164 AE signals of a concrete specimen shows

that the mean for second Deak is 322.93 Kiz with a standard derivation of 16.33 KHz and the

mean for the first peak is about 113.75 KHz with a standard derivation of 15.93 KHz. These

observations are quite consistent with most AE signals recorded for other specimens. It should

be indicated that these frequency values agree with the findings of Reymond' 7, Labuz, Shah and

I
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Dowding'8 and Kim"9 . They reported a observation for a frequency range of 250 to 500 Kltz for

rock and concrete acoustic emission. If we assume that the second peak represents th'

longitudinal wave and the first is for shear wave, the length for longitudinal and shear wave can

be estimated by using the formula:

A=_C (I)

f

where C is either velocity of longitudinal wave or velocity of shear wave and f is the

corresponding frequency. After knowing the wavelength, the wave number can be obtained by

using the formula:

K= 2U (2)
A

The calculated results of wave length are 12.3 mm (0.486 in.) and 21.8 mm (0.86 in.) for P-wave

and shear wave, respectively. The wave number for P-wave and shear wave determined from

equation 2 are 0.51 1/mm (12.93 I/in.) and 0.287 I/mm (7.3 I/in.), respectively. These values are

useful in determining the geometry of the specimen. Since transducers have to be located far from

the AE source to discern the shear wave component from the first few arrival waves, the size of

the specimen should be large enough. The far field condition has been defined by Aki and

Richards2" as:

211r >1

A (3)
A

r > > E1211

Where, r is the distance between AE source and transducer. Once the wave length is knowN, the
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3 minimum requirement can be easily estimated from equation 3. For instance, if we use the value

of the wave length obtained in this section, the minimum dimension of the specimen would be

few inches.

* AE source location

The AE source location can be deduced by using the differences among the first P- wave

arrival times at each of the AE transducers. To get the better estimate of the first P-wave arrive

time, the AE signals were smoothed by using a band pass filter. The range of the frequency for

pass-band is from 80 KHz to 350 KHz. It seems that the band filter is essential for sharpening

the first arrived P-wave.

I A complete set of filtered AE signals is plotted in Fig. 8. It can be seen from the figure that

arrival times of the first P-wave are different for the transducers at different locations. Once the

differences in arrive times are calculated, for a two dimension case, we can wNTite the error

I between the distance from transducer I to the AE source and the distance from transducer i to

* the AE source as:

I = /(x -x1 )2 +(y -y1 )2 -_/(x-x)2 (y-yi)2 _-tA (4)

Where, x and y are coordinates of the AE source to be determined and x, (x) and y, (yj) are the

1 coordinates of the transducers. At1 j represe-lts the difference of arrive time between transducer I

and i (i=2,3,...,n) and C is the P-wave velocity. For an ideal situation, the error expression should

be zero and the AE source location should be easily determined by an intersection of two set of

equations. However, for a real experiment, error always exists. In order to minimize the test error,

following method is developed. First, the square of individual error is summed up:

I
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* n
e = (e,,)2

i =2 (5)
n

= d (d--dj-Atc•C)
2

i=2

Where,

di= V(.X -x) 2 +(y -yi)2

Then, the total error is differentiated with respect to x and y. We get:

i ~f 1(x~y,C)-0
A (7)' a

2= 2n( X-X ')(d-d.-AtiC(
Ii=2d -d.

I
and

f2 (x 'yC) = y
I n (8)

n 2a -( ' -•')(d,-d,-A t16 (8

i=2

I By setting f,(x,y,C) and f2(x,y,C) equal zero, the values of x and y can be solved by

employing a numerical method provided that the value of wave velocity is known. Moreover, if

the error equation is differentiated with respect to wave velocity, C, we get,

I
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Sf 3(XY,c) = ae
n (9)

= 2E At1 (AtiC + di - d1)
i =2I

It should be pointed out that solving equations 7, 8, and 9 together will provide not only

i the source location but also the wave velocity.

The maps of the AE event source location for a plain concrete specimen C-1 is plotted

I in Fig. 9. This figure shows the AE events recorded prior to 80 percent of peak load, (Fig. 9 a),

the AE events those occurred between 80 percent of peak load prior to the peak and 80 percent

peak load after the peak (Fig. 9 b ) and the AE signals recorded after 80 percent of the post-peak

I load (Fig. 9 c). It is obvious that the AE map for the first period demonstrated a random

distribution (Fig. 9 a). The majority of AE events registered in the period between 0.8 pre-peak

load and 0.8 post peak load showed a trend to localize on a narrow band of the specimen as

I shown in Fig. 9 b. It should be noted that the later registered microcracks (AE events which

occurred in the period after 0.8 post peak load) primarily occurred along this narrow region

which always coincided with the position of the major crack as shown in Fig. 10. It also should

I be mentioned that although the early registered microcracks appeared to have a random

distribution, their influence on the macro deformation is quite obvious as discussed later.

It should be noted that sometimes there were more than one cluster of microcracking

occurring during the loading history. However, the cluster which formed in early loading stage

does not play an important role in the formation of major crack. In contrast, the narrow region

which appeared around 0.8 pre peak load directly correlated with the formation of the major
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crack. Fig. II shows the AE event location for plain concrete specimen C-2. It can b' seen from

Fig. 11 (a) that the first few micro-cracks all registered around a small area at the bottom,

showing a trend of localization. However, as the load increased, addition microcracks were

registered and one more cluster formed. As shown in Fig. 11 (b), the AE event generated during

the period between 0.8 pre peak load and 0.8 post peak load started to concentrate on a narrow

region just above the middle portion on the right side, forming another localization zone. It is

I shown in Fig. 12 that the major crack developed along this narrow band rather than at the

location where the microcrack cluster formed in the early loading stage.

The distribution of the wave velocities obtained by solving equations (7), (8) and (9)

I simultaneously is plotted in figure 13. It can be seen from the figure that the shape of the

distribution resembles a bell curve. The highest percentage of the computed P-wave velocity is

with a range of 3048 m/s and 3556 m/s. However, the mean of the calculated velocity is 3017

I m/s. It should be indicated that the values obtained by using present method is lower than P-wave

values obtained by Carino et al. 2" who used two other methods: the through-transmission, pulse-

velocity method (ASTM C 597) and the impact-echo method. They reported an average velocity

I of 4020 m/s measured using pulse-velocity method and a value of 3660 tm's obtained from

3 impact-echo method. They had indicated that the lower velocity, which is close to the value

obtained in present study, had better agreement with their nondestructive experimental

measurement.

I
The influence of microcracks on macro deformation of a specimen

To illustrate the effect of microcracks on macro deformation, the outputs of the LVDTs
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during the whole loading history together with the source location of the AE event registered

during different stages for a plain concrete specimen, C-1, are shown in Fig. 14-15, respectively.

It can be seen from figure 14 that the outputs of the LVDTs are close to each other at the

beginning portion of test. An obvious difference among the slopes of the output curves for all the

LVDTs can be observed from the figure when the load reached about 80 percent peak load. This

implied that the specimen did not deform uniformly. Some portion of specimen underwent a

larger deformation than other parts did. This agrees with the previous observation and verified

that the stress-deformation curve for the specimen is not unique as shown in Fig. 16. Thus,

strictly speaking, the conventionally used stress-strain curve is not a material property. This curve

is meaningful only because it describes the behavior of a weak link in the material which controls

the failure mechanism of the specimen.

It is interesting to note that the differences of these LVDT's outputs (Fig. 14) is largely

I related to the occurrence of microcracks (Fig. 15). As shown in figure 14, the LVDT-3 and

LVDT-4, which spanned the right portion of the specimen, showed a much larger output than that

of LVDT 1 and 2, which covered the left portion of the specimen, at the end of stage A when

I the load approached 80% of the peak value. Correspondingly, the AE-event map (see Fig. 15 a)

clearly shows that most microcracks registered in the same period come from the right side of

the specimen. Furthermore, when the AE events started to concentrate at the right bottom portion

H of the specimen (see Fig. 15 b) which was spanned by LVDT-4, the reading of the LVDT

continued to increase monotonically. On the other hand, the LVDT-3 first slowed the increasing

rate and then changed its slope sign from positive to negative during this period. Finally, when

the AE events continued to nucleate in the specimen portion covered by LVDT-4 (see Fig. 15

1
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c), the output of the LVDT kept increasing while the others continued dropping. This implies that

the macro behavior of the material significantly depends on the activity of microcracks. It should

be indicated that this phenomena is quite consistent with all other specimens.

I
i CONCLUSIONS

The behavior of the localization of concrete has been studied by employing the acoustic

I emission technique. The research presented here supports the following conclusions:

I) The fracture process of unnotched concrete specimen under uniaxial tension was found

to involve three stages: distributed damage during loading of the sample to about 80% of pre

I peak load, formation of microcrack localization duinq loading period between 80% of pre peak

load and 80% of post peak load and the major crack propagation during the period after 80%

of post peak load.

I 2) The strain localization for a concrete specimen under uniaxial tension occurred before

peak load, starting at about 80% peak value.

3) The new source location method are capable to deduce the location of AE events as

I well as wave velocity. The internal damage of concrete detected using AE technique has good

correlation with macroscopically observed deformation.

4) The macro deformation of the concrete specimen is largely influenced by nucleation

of microcracks. Hence, the moduli of the concrete (or FRG) is a function of microcracking. Due

to the strain localization, the deformation of the concrete is a local rather than a global

characteristic. Therefore, the so called stress-strain relationship is not a material property. The

measurement of global behavior is meaningful because it reflects the behavior of the weak link

I
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of the material.
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Table I Test program

Specimen name Materials Mixing proportion Description Admixture

I C-1

C:W:S:A"
Plain concrete 1:0.65:2.6:2.6 

None

C-3

SFRC-1 Steel fiber 0.5% steel

SFRC-2 reinforced 1:0.6:2.45:2.45 fiber by Superplasticizer

I volume (1.7 ml /lb cement)
SFRC-3 concrete

I PFRC-1 Polypropylene 0.5%

Sfiber Polypropylene

PFRC-2 1:0.56:2.4:2.4 Superplasticizer
reinforced fiber byI (1.7 ml fib cement)

PFRC-3 concrete 
volume

I
C- cement; W- water; S- sand; A- course aggregate.
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Figure Legend

Fig. I Uniaxial tension test set-up

Fig. 2 Acoustic emission measurement set-up for tension test

I Fig. 3 Stress deformation curve superimposed with acoustic emission event for specimen

I C-2

Fig. 4 Stress deformation curve superimposed with acoustic emission event for specimen

ISFRC-2

Fig. 5 Stress deformation curve superimposed with acoustic emission event for specimen

PFRC-2

I Fig. 6 Accumulated acoustic emission event number as a function of time for specimen

C-2. The slope of the curve represents the AE event release rate.

Fig. 7 Frequency distribution of a AE signal obtained by using FFT

Fig. 8 A complete set of AE event signals after filtering. The difference among the first

arrival time has been used to calculate the AE source location.

Fig. 9 (a) AE event registered during a period between zero to pre 0.8 peak load for

specimen C-3.

Fig. 9 (b) AE event registered during a period between pre 0.8 peak load to post 0.8 peak

load for specimen C-3.

Fig. 9 (c) AE event registered during a period after post 0.8 peak load for specimen C-3.

I Fig. 10 Major crack position for specimen C-3.

Fig. 11 (a) AE event registered during a period between zero to pre 0.8 peak load for

specimen C-2.

I
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Fig. II (b) AE event registered during a period between pre 0.8 peak load to post 0.8 peak

load for specimen C-2.

Fig. 12 Major crack position for specimen C-2.

Fig. 13 Distribution of computed wave velocity

Fig. 14 Deformation measured by four LVDTs as function of time (specimen C-I)

Fig. 15 (a) AE event registered during a period between zero to pre 0.8 peak load for

specimen C-I.

Fig. 15 (b) AE event registered during a period between pre 0.8 peak load to post 0.8 peak

load fcr specimen C-1.

Fig. 15 (c) AE event registered during a period after post 0.8 peak load for specimen C-1.

Fig. 16 Stress as a function of deformation measured by four LVDTs (specimen C-1)
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